
American Political Culture 

•Political Culture – a people’s belief about their 
government and politics.  

• 6 Core American Values
•Liberty – free to act & think as long as don’t infringe upon another

•Equality – equal moral worth, equal treatment, not equal 
economically

•Self-government – people are the main source of governing 
authority (Fed. 51 - “If men were angels, no government would be necessary . 
. . neither internal, nor external controls would be necessary. . .”

•Individualism – personal initiative, self-sufficiency

•Diversity – differences among people should be respected

•Unity – we are one people who form an unbreakable union



American Political Culture 
• Enlightenment Influences – 

– John Locke, Second Treatise on Civil Government (natural rights of life, liberty, property; 
social contract)

– Montesquieu, Checks and Balances

– Jean Jacques Rousseau , popular sovereignty (people govern)

• 3 Rules of American Politics
Democracy – majority of people rule

Constitutionalism – our set of laws that restricts unlawful uses of power

Capitalism – government should interfere with economy as little as possible

• Federalist No. 10 – James Madison
– Government is most dangerous when a single group is powerful enough to gain full 

political control.

– Warned against tyranny of the majority (FACTIONS)



American Political Culture 
Where does political power come from?

Theories of Power

– Majoritarianism – power comes from the majority
• majority prevails not only in votes, but also in determining public policy

– Pluralism – power comes from many special interest groups that 
shape policy

– Elitism – power comes from a small number of well-positioned, highly 
influential, privileged individuals

• C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite, 1956

– Bureaucratic Rule – power comes from career government 
bureaucrats whose knowledge of policy issues exceed those of elected 
officials



The Constitution 
• Articles of Confederation

– Established a very weak national government that was subordinate to the states

– Characteristics:
• State governments supreme

• National Congress weak

• States coined their own money

• States had their own armies

• Each of the 13 states had one vote in Congress (9 votes were needed to pass laws)

• States could block changes to the Articles because it could only be amended by unanimous approval of states

• Negotiating Toward a Constitution
– Connecticut Plan (Great Compromise) – created a bicameral legislature

• House of Representatives – gaining seats based on population

• Senate – equal representation (2 senators) for each state

– North-South Compromise – prevented the North from placing unfair tariffs on Southern 
trade, and tabling debate on slavery until 1808

– Three-Fifths Compromise – slaves were counted as three-fifths of a person when 
determining population for representation in the House of Representatives



The Constitution 

• Ratification of the Constitution

– Federalists – supported ratification (approval of the Constitution)

• The Federalist Papers – series of essays arguing that a national 
government was necessary to correct the characteristics of the Articles of 
Confederation

– Anti-Federalists – opposed ratification (because there was no protection of 
individual rights)

• The Bill of Rights – As promised before ratification, the 1st ten 
amendments were added to the Constitution after ratification to protect 
individual rights against infringement by the national government



The Constitution 
• Article I – The Legislative Branch (Congress)

• Article II  - The Executive Branch (President)

• Article III – The Judicial Branch (U.S. Supreme Court & Federal Courts)

• AMENDMENTS
– Amendments 1-10 – called The Bill of Rights 

• Refers to all of the people’s rights that federal (national) government cannot infringe upon.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

– Amendment 1: freedom of religion, speech, press, assembly, petition

– Amendment 2: right to possess arms

– Amendment 3: government cannot require people to house soldiers during peacetime

– Amendment 4: no unreasonable searches and seizures

– Amendment 5: due process (national government), no double jeopardy, no 
self-incrimination

– Amendment 6: right to trial by jury in criminal cases

– Amendment 8: no excessive bail, fines, punishments

– Amendment 10: powers not given to national government belong to states



The Constitution 

Amendments 13-15 – Civil War Amendments
– Amendment 13 – freed the slaves

– Amendment 14 – gave citizenship and civil rights to all races

– Amendment 15 – gave all male citizens the right to vote regardless of 
race

Amendments 16-19 – Progressive Era Amendments   (I-S-A-W)

– Amendment 16 – Congress can collect an Income tax

– Amendment 17 – Direct election of U.S. Senators

– Amendment 18 – Prohibition on Alcohol

– Amendment 19  - Gave Women the right to vote



The Constitution 

Amendment 22 – President limited to two terms

Amendment 24 – Abolition of poll taxes

Amendment 25 – Presidential disability and succession

Amendment 26 – Voting age lowered to 18

Amendment 27 – changing Congressional salaries (cannot be done during term)

SEPARATION OF POWERS – divided powers given to Congress, President, and U.S. 
Supreme Court in Constitution to ensure that the government would run 
effectively

CHECKS AND BALANCES – the way in which the divided powers of Congress, 
President, and U.S. Supreme Court intermingle to ensure that one institution does 
not become more powerful than the other.  

Example – President selects federal judges and Senate approves



The Constitution 

Denials of Power in Constitution
The U.S. Constitution prohibits (does not allow) the following:

• Habeas Corpus- a person’s cannot be brought to jail without being charged of a 
crime

• Bills of Attainder – a person cannot be given a jail sentence without a trial

• Ex Post Facto Laws – a person cannot be prosecuted for acts that were legal at the 
time they were committed

Amending the Constitution - The Framers made it difficult to amend the 
Constitution. 

How to Propose an Amendment:

1)  A 2/3 majority in both chambers of Congress

2)  A national constitutional convention called by 2/3 of the state legislatures

Ratification – AN AMENDMENT IS PASSED ONLY IF RATIFIED BY ¾ OF STATE 
LEGISLATURES OR STATE CONVENTIONS.



The Constitution 

• Initiative – a proposal put on the ballot by the public  to be voted on 

• Referendum – a proposal put on the ballot by a legislative body to be 
voted on 

• Recall – a proposal to remove a public official put on the ballot, to be 
voted on (specifically for members of Congress, and state legislators)



Federalism 
FEDERALISM – the division of authority between the national 

and state governments.

• States – allowed to have control over local issues (education, marriage)
• National Government – allowed to have control over national issues (defense, 

coin money)

• CONCURRENT POWERS – both national and state 
governments are allowed to have control 

Examples: lending & borrowing $, taxation, law enforcement, charter banks, 
transportation/roads

Federalist No 28 – As citizens, we are able to both national citizens and state citizens



Federalism 
THE POWERS OF THE NATION

• Enumerated Powers – listed in Article I as Congress’ powers

• Implied Powers – not listed in Article I, but are given to Congress through the 
Necessary and Proper Clause (Elastic Clause) as necessary to carry out the 
enumerated powers

• Expressed Powers – listed in Article II as President’s powers

• Reserved Powers – (10th Amendment) the powers not given to the national 
government are reserved to the states

• SUPREMACY CLAUSE – Article VI – national law is supreme over state law



Federalism 
Federalism Today

It is no longer correct to say that the U.S. has a dual federalism system (layer 
cake).  

Today, we have cooperative federalism (marble cake) with devolution.  
 
DEVOLUTION
A delegation of power from the national government to the state and local 

governments.  For example, the national government (executive branch) seeks to 
implement a law of Congress, they often devolve the responsibility of 
implementing the law to the states.  Often, the devolution is also an unfunded 
mandate (where states are not only required to implement the law, but bear the 
cost of doing so without national funding).

If the national government does fund the mandate, it may do so in the form of a block 
grant (chunk of money with little restriction) or categorical grants (chunk of money 
with specific restrictions).  Block grants support devolution.  STATES PREFER 
BLOCK GRANTS.  When states are given more flexibility to implement the law as 
they see fit, they are more responsive.  



Civil Liberties 
Civil Liberties – found in the Bill of Rights (amendments 1-10); rights of individuals that 

cannot be infringed upon by the national government

Incorporation Doctrine – found in the 14th Amendment; holds the states up to the 
same standard in 1868;  now . . . the rights of the individuals cannot be infringed upon 
by the state governments; Barron v. Baltimore 

1st Amendment Rights – 
– Religion – Establishment Clause, Free Exercise Clause, Wall of Separation, Engel v. Vitale (school prayer 

violates establishment clause), Lemon v. Kurtzman (3 Part Test), Wallace v. Jaffree (secular purpose 
test), Zelman v. Simmons-Harris (school vouchers not violate establishment clause), Reynolds v. United 
States (bigamy against law, and not free exercise clause violation), Employment Division v. Smith 
(peyote use illegal, and not free exercise violation)

– Speech – Pure Speech (strongly protected), Speech Plus Action (not generally protected because may 
endanger safety or conflict with other rights), Symbolic Speech (expression by conduct (generally 
protected), Slander (not permitted), Sedition (inciting a rebellion against government, not protected), 
Schenck v. United States (clear and present danger test), Gitlow v. NY (dangerous tendency test), 
Brandenburg v. Ohio (imminent lawless action test), Tinker v. Des Moines School District (symbolic 
speech protected), Texas v. Johnson (American flag burning symbolic speech protected), NY Times v. 
Sullivan (written speech (libel) must show actual malice to be banned)



Civil Liberties 
1st Amendment Rights Con’t.– 
-Press – Near v. Minnesota (no prior restraint), NY Times v. U.S. (classified information not protected if criminal 

proceeding is at issue), Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier (schools are free to use prior restraint; they 
have heightened interest in protecting children’s health, safety, and welfare), Miller v. California (obscene 
material not protected)

Federal Communication Commission (FCC) - regulates interstate and international communications 
by radio, television, wire, satellite and cable

Communications Decency Act - also known by some legislators as the "Great Cyberporn Panic of 
1995", was the first notable attempt by the United States Congress to regulate pornographic material 
on the Internet. In 1997, in the landmark cyberlaw case of Reno v. ACLU, the U.S. Supreme Court struck 
down the anti-indecency provisions of the Act

- Freedom of Assembly & Freedom to Petition – freedom to meet, protest, march, or picket, DeJonge v. Oregon 
(Community Party meeting okay as long as it doesn’t incite action)

9th Amendment Rights (privacy rights)
Griswold v. Connecticut (married contraception counseling violates privacy rights), Roe v. Wade (abortion is 

a privacy right), Lawrence and Garner v. Texas (sodomy is a privacy right)

5th & 14th DUE PROCESS Amendment Rights – government cannot deprive any person of “life, 
liberty, or property, without due process of law” (5th – national government; 14th – state 
governments)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reno_v._ACLU


Civil Liberties 
Citizenship – 3 ways to become citizen (born in U.S., child of U.S. citizen, 

naturalization); 3 ways to lose citizenship (expatriation, punishment, fraud)

Immigration – Congress regulates immigration

4th Amendment Rights (no unlawful searches or seizures)

Search warrant with probable cause needed to be lawful search; Mapp v. Ohio 
(Exclusionary Rule); Nix v. Williams (inevitable discovery exception); U.S. v. Leon (good faith 
exception)

5th Amendment Rights (National Due Process Rights, right to a Grand Jury, No Double 
Jeopardy, No Self-Incrimination (Miranda v. Arizona), Eminent Domain)

6th Amendment Rights (right to a trial in a criminal proceeding )

Gideon v. Wainwright (right to an attorney if cannot afford one), Miranda v. Arizona (right 
to be notified of your rights before speaking), Pottawatomie v. Earls & Vernonia v. Acton 
(schools can require drug testing for sports because heightened interest in protecting the 
welfare of children)



Civil Liberties 

8th Amendment Rights (no cruel and unusual punishment, no excessive bail 
or fines)

Furman v. Georgia - death penalty is cruel and unusual punishment 
where no intent to kill

Gregg v. Georgia - death penalty is not cruel and unusual punishment 
where there is intent to kill



Civil Rights 
Civil Rights – equal rights for all people regardless of race, ethnicity, age, gender, 

disability, or sexual preference

- African Americans – Slavery and post-Civil War Amendments (13,14,15); 
segregation (separation of racial or ethnic groups in schools, housing, industry); 
Jim Crow Laws (Southern laws created to separate races in restaurants, hotels, 
restrooms, water fountains); Poll Tax (created to limit voting ability of minority 
races); De Jure Segregation (in law) vs. De Facto Segregation (human behavior); 
“Separate But Equal” doctrine Plessy v. Ferguson; “Separate But Equal is Unequal” 
doctrine Brown v. Board of Education (overturned Plessy); 1964 Civil Rights Act 
(made segregation in public facilities illegal; stopped Jim Crow laws); 1965 Voting 
Rights Act (made it possible for African Americans to register and vote without  
obstacles; stopped poll tax); 24th Amendment (abolished poll tax in South)

- Asian Americans – Chinese California migration (railroads, farms); Chinese 
Exclusion Act 1882 limited immigration; Japanese migration, internment camps, 
Korematsu v. U.S. (okay to intern Japanese because it was necessary to protect 
national security); Ronald Reagan - monetary apology



Civil Rights 
- Women – early attitude of coverture (denial of legal rights, education, work 

choice); Lucretia Mott & Elizabeth Cady Stanton and the Seneca Falls Convention 
(women’s rights convention); first efforts for suffrage (voting) was for African 
Americans; 19th Amendment brought right to vote in 1920; suffrage movement 
closely linked to temperance movement (ban on alcohol); 1920s & 1930s brought 
labor movements to protect women in workplace; 1963 Betty Friedan wrote The 
Feminine Mystique that inspired liberation movement with creation of National 
Organization for Women (NOW); Civil Rights Act 1964 banned gender 
discrimination in employment; Title IX banned gender discrimination in education; 
Reed v. Reed ended discrimination in selection of important legal roles (estate 
administrator); Equal Rights Amendment failed to be added to Constitution; 
Comparable Worth is most recent issue (equal pay for equal work).



Civil Rights 
- The Disabled – denial of rehabilitation services, education, jobs; Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Started to “even the playing field” for minority races, ethnicities, and gender; set into 
place a quota system or minimum numbers of various minority groups that must 
be hired, promoted or admitted; received criticism because it promotes reverse 
discrimination; Regents of Univ. of California v. Bakke made quota systems illegal 
(can choose minority if equally qualified, but cannot choose them if less-qualified).

SUPREME COURT LEVELS OF REVIEW

1. Strict Scrutiny

2. Intermediate Scrutiny

3. Rational Basis Scrutiny



Public Opinion & Political Socialization 
Public Opinion – opinions held by people about government (not easy to gauge)

Political Ideologies – the consistent, coherent sets of political beliefs

1. Liberal – (the “left”) favors government help to promote liberty and social 
progress

2. Conservative – (the “right”) favors traditional values, the status quo, and the 
idea that government should stay out of the affairs of private citizens (laissez-faire)

3. Moderate – (the “middle”) opposed to extreme views

Political Parties are electoral, NOT ideological.   Their goal is to win elections.  Appeal 
to the MIDDLE in order win.

1. Democrat

2. Republican



Public Opinion & Political Socialization 
Political Socialization refers to how we learn about our own politics.

We are socialized by . . . 

Family (most important)

Gender (women and minority races and ethnicities tend to be Democrats)

Religion 

Education (more education, more liberal)

Race & Ethnicity (African Americans tend to be Democrats, Asian Americans tend to be conservative)

Region (Northeastern U.S. are more liberal, Southern U.S. is more conservative)

Cross-Cutting Cleavages – refers to the phenomenon of forming an opinion or voting 
when you belong to more than one group.  Example: African American Male CEO of a 
corporation identifies with a liberal minority group and a conservative big business group.

Measuring Public Opinion – Best method is using a formal scientific poll (Gallup Poll), 
in which a random sample of about 1,500 people (with less than a 4% margin of 
error)



Political Participation & Voting 
Forms of Political Participation

1. Voting
2. Joining political parties
3. Writing to elected officials
4. Demonstrating for political causes or CANVASSING neighborhoods to support candidates 

or issues
5. Giving money to political candidates

Conventional Forms of Political Participation: campaign activities, community 
activities, lobbying, following politics

Unconventional Forms of Political Participation: protest, mass social movements

This reinforces our core belief in self-government (citizen participation).

Voter Participation 
-Voter participation in U.S. elections is low in comparison with that of other democratic 
nations.
-Most Americans do not participate actively in politics in ways other than voting.
-Most Americans see little connection between their personal life and their life as a U.S. 
citizen.



Political Participation & Voting 
Reasons for low voter turnout in U.S.

1. Registration requirements (now Motor Voter Law addresses this)
2. Frequent elections
3. Perception of little difference between major political parties (very moderate today)

Why do some Americans Vote and Others do not?
4. Education
5. Civil Attitudes (political efficacy - the citizens' faith and trust in government and their 

belief that they can understand and influence political affairs)
6. Age
7. Income

Impact of the Vote
Many candidates want a political mandate (a clear message that an overwhelming number of 

voters have chosen him or her for the position).  The president often mistakenly believes 
he has a political mandate because of the winner-take-all system.  It makes it appear that 
there is more of a mandate often than there really is.



Political Parties, Candidates, & Campaigns 
Political Party System in U.S.

– Two-Party System – Two prominent political parties (Democrat & Republican); Third 
parties do exist, but they do not often succeed in gaining many votes because of the 
winner-take-all system.  

– Reasons U.S. has a two-party system: 

• Historical influence

• American political beliefs and values

• Winner-take-all system (Electoral College)

4 Roles of Political Parties

2. Recruiting and labeling candidates (seal of approval)

3. Acting as watchdogs when they are the minority party in government

4. Get out information on their party’s point of view on the issues and campaigns for 
its candidate

5. Running the government by seeking the support of the fellow members of the 
party



Political Parties, Candidates, & Campaigns 
The National Convention (DNC, RNC) is held every 4 years to nominate a presidential 

candidate.  Once nominated, the political party engages in a service relationship 
where it serves the candidate by supporting his or her campaign.

Before receiving the political party’s nomination, candidates must run a primary 
campaign or be selected by a caucus in each state.

Types of Primaries

1. Closed Primaries – only party members can vote (NY)

2. Open Primaries – any eligible voter can participate, but can only vote along a single 
party line

3. Blanket Primary – (illegal today California DP v. Jones) voters can select candidates 
from either party



Political Parties, Candidates, & Campaigns 
Campaign Contributions $$$

• Hard Money – regulated, limited, goes directly to the candidate and is closely 
monitored by the Federal Election Commission (FEC).

• Soft Money – not regulated, unlimited, goes directly to the political party, not to 
the candidate.

– Super PACs today have tried to establish 527 groups to promote issue advocacy and raise money for 
issues and give the money to parties that support those issues.  The McCain-Feingold Act of 2002 
placed limits on the amount of soft money these Super PACs could contribute.Citizens United v. FEC 
(2010) exempted CORPORATIONS and UNIONS from the McCain-Feingold limits claiming that both 
have a free speech right and could contribute unlimited soft money.

Candidate-Centered Campaigns – candidates spend a lot of time on the “money 
chase.” They usually hire a “hired gun” to guide them as they campaign, and to 
create an image that will be pleasing to voters.

- Air Wars
- Ground Wars (door-to-door canvassing)
- Web Wars



Political Parties, Candidates, & Campaigns 
Minor “Third” Political Parties – have tried unsuccessfully to enter into the two-party 

system in the U.S.  They do not last, and have impacted elections by pulling votes 
away from one of the major political parties.  They have also encouraged 
candidates to campaign more moderately to appeal to a wider range of voters.

Types of Minor Parties

1. Economic Protest Parties (ex. Populists)

2. Splinter Parties (ex. Progressive Party of 1912)

3. Ideological Parties (ex. Communist Party)

4. Single-Issue Parties (ex. Free Soil Party)



Interest Groups 
Interest Groups are groups that organize around similar goals with the primary purpose of 

affecting public policy.  They have been criticized for having too much power over 
government decisions. 

James Madison’s Federalist No. 10 – Madison warned about the “mischief of factions.” He 
warned that they, like political parties, would promote “instability, injustice, and 
confusion.”  

Characteristics of Interest Groups
• Size (important to its amount of power)

– Free-rider problem – some members may do nothing to contribute to the group’s efforts, yet enjoy the 
rewards

• Resources (fees, grants, direct mailings)
• Intensity (strong emotional connections)

Types of Interest Groups
1. Economic Interest Groups (business groups, trade associations, labor groups, agricultural groups, professional 

groups)

2. Social Action & Equality Groups (AARP, NOW, NAACP)

3. Public Interest Groups (League of Women Voters)



Interest Groups 

How Interest Groups Work

1. Lobbying
-the goal is to try to get the attention of congress members to educate them on policies important to the 

interest group.  May do this through direct lobbying (face-to-face meetings) or indirect lobbying 
(writing letters, arranging meetings, publishing newsletters, making campaign contributions)

2. Electioneering

- involvement of interest groups in political campaigns to help elect those candidates who favor their 
positions or to help defeat those candidates who oppose their positions.

3. Litigation
- if a group fails in Congress or with government agencies, it may turn to the courts to gain support for its 
causes.  It may file an amicus curiae brief, or written arguments submitted to the courts in support of 

one side of a case.  Similarly, it may combine its efforts with other in a class action lawsuit.  

4.   Shaping Public Opinion

- spend time trying to persuade the public through broadcast time on the radio and television, 
newspaper ads, magazine articles, results of research studies, and staged events to draw attention.



The News Media 
Media includes television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and websites.  

Main goal: make $$

Periods of Journalistic History
1. Party Press (newspapers for elites)

2. Popular Press (AP, daily newspapers, telegraphs, partisan newspapers, yellow journalism)

3. Magazines of Opinion (investigative journalism by Muckrakers)

4. Broadcast Journalism (narrowcasting to targeted audiences – Fox News)

5. Internet

Roles of the National Press
1. Gatekeeper (influences subjects that will become national issues)
2. Scorekeeper (tracks political reputations and candidacies)
3. Watchdog (exposes scandals)

The Media & the Courts
Near v. Minnesota (“no prior restraint”); 

Types of Media Stories
1. Routine Stories
2. Feature Stories
3. Insider Stories (leaks)



Additional Vocabulary & Concepts to Know:

• Representation in the House of Representatives is based on a 
state’s population.

• Congress has the power to declare war.

• Impeachment charges are brought by the House of 
Representatives, but the trial is held in the Senate.

• A standing committee is a permanent committee that exists 
from Congress to Congress. (Example: House Ways & Means 
Committee).



Additional Vocabulary & Concepts to Know:

• A Conference Committee is a committee containing both 
Representatives and Senators to resolve different versions of the 
same bill before the bill goes to the President for signature.

• Franking is a privilege enjoyed by members of Congress entitling 
them to free postage for any mailings made as part of their official 
duties.

• Electoral College is a winner-take-all system. It was established by 
our founding fathers because they doubted the people’s ability to 
vote properly. They feared that we would be swayed by factions.  



Additional Vocabulary & Concepts to Know:

• Presidential Succession - the Vice President takes office should the 
President no longer be able to execute his duties (25th Amendment & 
Presidential Succession Act).

• When a President proposes a bill to Congress, he is acting in his CHIEF 
LEGISLATOR role.

• A strict constructionist believes in a strict interpretation of the 
Constitution. (If it is not in there, it cannot be implied.)

•
• Precedent/Stare Decisis - judges look at earlier court decisions to 

make decisions on current cases (“let the decision stand”)



Additional Vocabulary & Concepts to Know:

• Examples of Checks & Balances: Congresses proposes legislation, 
President can veto; President appoints officials, Senate approves

• Liberals favor “big government” (government involvement to tax and 
create programs for the people)

• Conservatives favor “small government” (limited government 
involvement, more traditional solutions to help the people like 
church, community)

• Filibuster - only done in the Senate (60 votes needed for cloture)



Additional Vocabulary & Concepts to Know:

• Pocket Veto - If Congress places a bill on the President’s desk and 
adjourns within 10 days of doing so, and the President does not sign, 
the bill is considered vetoed (pocket veto)
– if the President fails to sign a bill and Congress remains in session, 

the bill becomes a law

 

• Marbury v. Madison - judicial review (gave the Supreme Court the 
ability to review the constitutionality of laws)


